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不知天上宫阙，月饼卖几钱：进击的月饼！ 亚特兰大吃货大指南：妈妈再也不用担心我吃不好啦！
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�ç�ɳŝŎȬŶķŽx�ŵ�ȋĩì��  

��ƅʥ�ɱǎRé±ʭě�çƧ+Ĕ%nƎʉʠ�ēɨǛ

Ģ>ǐç�ŽxdʈäɊȎ�ç�Ɍʭ�� 

ļȭ�ƺʚƛ�Gcƃ�ǦŰ 

1. Sweet Hut ǅ·  5150 Buford Hwy 

ļȭĶņ�




 

ƙɠĶņ�$ 

ļȭǂǈ�Sweet Hut[Üû�œʥʬ�CœǟÜœǝ�ĀĎʳ
ǐ��Ɉǐ¶ŋ�µɴʁŝʖ÷Ê°ǐÈȬ�ʨŉ�ɳŝ�ǥ�

ŵǐç�ʘr�œŃŪĐęǐÊ¶ŋ�ÿëµ Buford Highway
ɴŨȳ�ǐ highway���ǱĎɵ�ɶ�ʧkʧ�ȓÂƙɻ� 

ļȭǂǈ�ɴßÿòȇĳŝU/ƶYÁWɏśÊ°ǐ�ƞƾƿÈ

Ȭ�=��ǥ�ʅǐȽǹʘr�ɶ�ɸ�ȇɱQǌĩrõɡ�(

ɶ�ƶĜkČĀɱ��ƛŊǐŕ��œ��ʅǐȔʒ¶�ʝÝȞ

µÿ\¸Ď$� 

2. Northern China Eatery4Ɣç� 5141 Buford Hwy 

ļȭǂǈ�³ ¶¼ Sweet Hutãʘ�ɴß¶ɺǐsŋç�ÿ(
L�Ƃɲ�ȍŦƍœ�ȉ�`Ǒ�`ıȖ�(œļȭǐ�Ȟ�ɯ

ǐsŋ�ÖɾƒĜ+� 

ļȭĶņ�


 

ƙɠĶņ�$ $ 

3. Chef Liu gÏç� 5221 Buford Hwy NE 

ļȭǂǈ���Ô�ŵ�œP�ǥç�ǐ¶ŋ�ŝçǮr�əȡ

ȫ�ʫʦɴŵĎ�´ǐʤƵ�(ŝ�ǥȯȚ�Ʀʘ�Ʀʧɴǵ!

ʤ�ƈɮļȭ�� brunch�Ȏ´6ÊSĎ¯Ƃɴßÿ�~ȫʎº
(ŝ�Tʝɱ¦�_��ĿƹǫƫŝʎºǐʡɁę	  

4. Canton House â"w 4825 Buford Hwy 

ļȭǂǈ�Ĕ%ȞƎŝÊ�ǐǷȯ��Canton Houseœ��ʖ
÷ɶ��ŎvȬǐ¶ŋ�ŝɼǥɭƠÊ�ǐǐçļɫ��ǐɱǦ

�=ìę3���ǛǠʁǜǛʄʁ�ǐĝɋ�Emory China Care
�ú�Āǐ benefit concertǐ#n¶� 

ļȭĶņ�


 

ƙɠĶņ�$ $ 

5. Royal China Restaurnt 

3295 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd 

ļȭǂǈ�ĎƝĄǐŎȬʥ��ʁʘǐşp�ɾœǏɔɖǐƈŖ

ɹɔƟ�ý�ǐŞ�>�u��ɉʅɱ��ƠƠǐUœń)��

ɉǯşp�ļçļɫɱũƧ�bƯ�ȶçĸPǐʖ÷¶ɺ�ƴȕ

�Ȼ8ǶȗtfĚȩ��ƩǶȗPǐ|�6ÃŠ�ǻǴʷ�ɖ(

�ʅ� 

ļȭĶņ�



 

ƙɠĶņ�$ $ 

 

 

2

�ƘʵŝƎŝǆȼũ�ĩ�ʸçũtǡ��  

ʃǤtŜ�ƎŝƘʵĔ%ȿ�ēĿůÊʥ���ɤd�ĩƳǢ�� 

ļȭ�Gcƃ�ǦŰ 

1. Crawfish Shack Seafood  4337 Buford Hwy 

ļȭĶņ�


 ƙɠĶņ�$ $ $ 

ļȭǂǈ�ɹ÷ũȎ´ǐ6¿èěɉ�iśŊʵǐƘʵ�crawfishǐçʽȻ�ÁƘ
Ȼ�ȾɾœȎ�ǐɷĴ�6¿ǐɔ�=ɉ¿ǥƘʵǐ combo��ʄ?ʂɾĎɦ��
6ƈɮ¯ƂØǐȹŨ�ʽȻ}ĝɋ�Ȧ� 

ļȭǂǈ�i+þÕǐŏȪɳŝʸç�¥�ȫ 20eũ��ǒçʽȻ�^ëǛ�Ǆ«
ʀ�¸µʰɩɰ�ǛÀʢ�œ�œ�²i+ôɾɨǛƸŞƹ�ƎĐƎț¶ȝ�Ƙ°

ǐŏT+��7%H�ǝɺ¬ŏMħœĈÕ�ëɴ�tŜ��ɉƷɛ¶ɡɤ

�� 

�ęIȁA�§ʁ +ĐưǐÇ×ʳÁ�ǐʥ��ɉƷɛǐɡɤ���  

ƽµƌ�ßʗɘǐȁAʥ�Ǚœȧʑ�CP>Ƃ¯ǐʥ�ɹɹɾÞȏ�ÊĜĕɖ��
ɱȁAʥ�(ǟÜœɕȺǛĹǛÁßɾh�ħœÊ¶ŋ��ɴʁɞĐǐʓȮ�Ö�

ÁßÁŋf3�,�l�ǐëʗÁßȤñ�ĺǾ �äĬÊʥʬ(œĖưǐ'ɥ&

��� 

ļȭ�řʓȮ 

1. Maggiano’s Little Italy 4337 Buford Highway 

ļȭǂǈ�;>ß�ȦĸʌAĎ$�ĥ=ŎĽkʞÛ�ʥ�Ň�ɄʩɾĎzƄʢ�

ƤTƥŗ�ĎŝƉƊ�ĥŝǐşp�ɾǨBȊşʩ�şpʖ÷�i�Cçɠ(Ď

ɟ��ĂÎǐʥkȵʯʘrƶhÊ��śÊƗ�îƀżƐAŘȎ��!ʤʁǐ�ǥ

uîʘɾOď�ɒ�ƶhœƨƭ�ňʴ�ʽȻǁ�ȕɝ�Óǐ�ƻÅŤ�ƪǺó�

(ĎƅÚ�ɳŝʥ�ʁŝ'ʌƣd�ɳ�=-q�Ďŝɣȟ ☺ 

ļȭĶņ�



 ƙɠĶņ�ɴ��ŝ*xǐǊ×Óħǝ 

�ÙÖÏĐƋ¾yÁļȭ�  

Finalɉɣ paper+Ĕ%nɉjÀ+Ĕ%nɉ�ɪÖʔ+Ĕ%n�ƎŝĐęd�
�°ȡɜ+Ĕ%n�ʑɺ�ȞÑïȤñǐȖǑǐ%Ƣ�ƢƢƢ�ƎZǼ�ēɐĢ

> + paper�őš�dʈǐÙÖÏöH>łłĲ� 

ļȭ�ɢŹǃ 

1. Hunan Dragon III 1248 Clairmont Road 

ćļMoo Shu Chicken!! ɴ��œŢʜȕ¦�œ�ÔʇǐSȑò�ĢÜµōƑĉà
ɴœ�7%�Ɉ�ʁʘëœŝƓȴȝȱ{ broccoli&ǵǐ�ǥȷȯo� chicken�ɴ
^ɿ�ǴʧǙǐœĢ�ĢǐaDÊÏÍ>ǐ¾yśưƎŝ&��ɒɱħĞØǐȎ¢

¢�Eggplant with Garlic Sourceɳŝ Pineapple Fried Riceɾ�ʅǐ�;>ßǐ
Green Tea Ice Cream(ƥ÷Ê�� 

ļȭĶņ�



 ƙɠĶņ�$  

2. Pyng Ho Chinese Restaurant ù�ʋ 1357 Clairmont Rd, Decatur, GA 
30033 

ǗJɴßÿþɕœƥ÷ popularǐ��ğďɧ�ù�ʋǐ�Ö�Ƨ¾y(œŬÊ
¤�ëœʏ+�.��XœȲ�i 10�30PM=¾,ù÷ 9�40PM=�ë�Ȟ^
order�ɴãĢ>ɴ0ÆĤiƚÀǩƫȖʪȰǐ×Ȃ>ǰǖƆĒ�Charbroiled 
Mandarin Beef Short Ribs(ƴ:ʲ)œśÊ�¤�ƇƁũ�ÁǓUœȕëɋďÊƱ�
ù�ʋśÊǖĻĩǉɔ order�ƜŮơÇȐūÒœɖ�ňǐ¦�ȯȨă÷ʻU��Ǉ
ǲ menuHëìʂƧHě�ǐëÊ�;>ËŭȞPɾAP¤� 

ļȭĶņ�



 ƙɠĶņ�$$   
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O�ȀѶҙΠǼҮĸ̵̲Ֆňљcȥ�ŹǌΏҡSPǘՇ

ѻS΅_˕TЗġĦǼUՖҿnžԸmЍhʭѓǌʗм� ��ǥ

�bʣԝӶƝΕƂΏʆƔ�Зġb_mĦǼΏҡҎ�Ļ̎ѣʋĩS

҃ʣԝ qҿmǘ¦ΏɥΠRʹȳŠ˷ɈΏ×Ы́́ɣęՖ�

ˍ�ƁѬƈįǉaɦćǘՇΏ̶Ҧ£ȳRc҆҇£Ֆɼ҇ҿ˕�

ТϔcaΞ̆Ώ͉ѩS�ȚщՖ��ԥӿɚЙŲĊƙʱΏ̛

̗R̩ʲΏ`̔т¶ŠńӊΏŞәMM_ηͰͬĺ˥ʹ̸ӑΏՂ

ĔS�

TЗġĦǼUѩŃ�ǘՇ¶qЍhʭѓǌˋĆĦǼΏ΄̼Ֆ

�ˋĆ_m̔Ơǘ¦ԮԮ͘͘ҵ�ЍЗġǝҖՖĊĦǼœ¶qЍ

hʭѓǌdŪΉʙΉƙʪŐ¶RŪhÝΓkcѹ½ʲƁҡaՖĦ

ǼyӿՖ�ΏҝӆӘǱ�͊Ÿ̷ҚҺ �� mžȄSƭőѫƙɦѯ

ɟѢՖTЗġĦǼUǽcʾŐ˱Ώ͉ѩՖǁ̢ˍT%@?7=I�)=3?7DU

ӟЦѷǞΏɼĮՖÜΆϖǹȚΦΏʱȤϨəՖķʣˡСǘՇΏį

ǉS˷ɈRԝʼRҖcǄΏʭӏՖǘՇΏȠҡĴμ̱ММʾÏ͎

ƁˋҮͯΏǼՏՖʢm�΄ʗӀ_ňѕ̛̗̪ȝĿΎΏЗŷՖÌ

ƜΏgΉƁɌ̖ԮĿԡďʰŊԇɿSdҽǼˡáҘΏőϘ͉ѩΙ

̑ՖǘՇΏʣƹ̑ұǑˍѴɌՖő˯ȚˍŒΏTʑҨĸ˩˦UR

TɚΡ̡ĿĸʭѓUώΏ¶Љ ʿ͡cʾǘՇҿ˯ΏѪʚ�Ƭ

ɡՖʣƿȳӥљǫȚƙS˰ʄ҃RīқώϻτΏѯѬˡΝՖ

TЗġĦǼUΏȧǈѽЉƜƙʾ§qOʭѓPROСΆPRO˷

ɈPώѲЕaОϠű̹Ώ ��œ �� œʣЩԝǼSƖŁǘՇʉǧΏ

ǘѻTƁҡaUŠΈȕTйӱ΄ƺUŁĊʣԝ Ώ�Ι͠ʃՖȸ

cȝСǬ�ЙùΠ_Б͠ђɬȇÿʡɬȇ�ԊɬȇξĘɬȇЇˤ

ɬȇɞҍҨҍɬȇ³ċɬȇҧcΆǬΏ�΄ϦҡĸÎnžΏúՅ

�ØnžΏO�ĴǤƜLҚϥ̵̲ЉPSƁnžέ§ǈΏӰĶŠ
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SINO-EMORY NEWSLETTER 

	��������������������������

The First Issue of the newsletter you’ve all been waiting for has finally made its 
Debut! The Sino-Emory Newsletter has received much support and 
encouragement from individuals both inside the University and out, these 
including: Mr. Wang Xuming, the former Speaker for the Ministry of Education 
and current president of  “The Chinese Paper”; and Feng Tang, famous writer 
and dear alumni (MBA Class of 2004.) After over half a year of preparation and 
careful selection, we have finally succeeded in bringing you the first issue SEN 
before the Mid-autumn Festival. The SEN has both Chinese and English editions 
for you to choose from, and includes essential information you need for life at 
Emory, along with both academic and fictional essays, poetry, and short stories. 
Whether you’re indulging on the delights of the cafeteria, or hiding in the 
shelves of the library, we believe this newsletter will provide an extra means of 
relaxation for you. Due to our limited time and abilities, we are sure there is still 
much space for improvement, and we would love to hear from you about them! 

   In the recent years, the number of students studying Chinese in our university has been rapidly increasing. In response to their 
passion for studying Chinese, the Confucius Institution at Emory along with the Chinese Language Department decide to hold a 
Chinese composition contest this Fall to encourage them to further their study. Students who enroll in CHN200, CHN300 and 
CHN400 are eligible for application. The composition ability for CHN400 is equivalent to HSK Level 3. The result for top three 
will be announced on September 20th. The composition ability for CHN300 students is equivalent to HSK Level 2. The result for 
top six will be announced on October 21st. The composition ability for CHN200 students is equivalent to HSK Level 2. The result 
for top six will be announced on October 21st. Each prizewinner will be awarded from the Confucius Institution. Their 
composition work will be published in Sino-Emory Newsletter by stage. Additionally, their work can receive recommendation 
for the global composition contest, which is organized by Hanban (Confucius Institute Headquarters).  
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H: Heyu Lu, Writing Editor of Sino-Emory Newsletter              
J: Jane, VP Public Relations of Global China Connection 

H: Hello Jane ¬! As GCC is famous and popular among 
upperclass students, some freshman newcomers may find this 
name unfamiliar. Can you give out some information for us to 
know what kind of club GCC is? 

J: Emory Global China Connection (GCC) is one of the 50 
chapters of a nonprofit and nonpartisan global organization 
that creates opportunities for students of diverse backgrounds 
to learn, to network, and to develop future opportunities 
without the boundary of nationality. 

H: That’s a great start for us to get to know your background 
and goals. And what have you done in the past? 

J: We held annual China Summit, which is the only China 
summit of such kind in South Eastern America. During the 
summit, prominent speakers from various fields were invited 
to make speeches, students’ connections have been cultivated, 
and mutual understandings among different cultures were 
established. We also did several panel discussions, all of which 
were with popular subjects voted by our members. To our 
excitement, we won the third place in the Spring 2013 GCC 
Chapter Involvement Recognition Program, which is an 
acknowledgement of what we have done as well as an 
incentive for us to move on to a brighter future.   

H: Congratulations! You deserve it! So, what are the events 
you’ve planed this year for your members? 

J: We have many exciting programs coming this year, such as 
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the Ignite Program and the Connection Program. For the Ignite 
Program, we partner with organizations and companies both 
in the U.S. and in China to gather 
internship/research/volunteering/bonding opportunities that 
benefit our members. And the partners include Deloitte China, 
the Carter Center, and etc. The Connection is the mentorship 
program where we help international freshmen students better 
adapt to Emory life by pairing them up with upperclassmen 
with similar interests. At the same time, we arrange our 
mentor-mentee groups to be small and closely connected to 
ensure benign relationships and efficiency.  Also, we are 
having our speaker events, social events, and panel discussions 
in the approaching months, as well as the third China Summit 
next Spring.  

Build Con nections 
that Matter    
—GCC goes with 
exciting new programs 

Heyu Lu      

Emory College 
2016er 
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Dawn, noon, and sunset,         
Time never stops;                       
The bar, the party, and the horn, 
Sound never stops. 

Do you remember the old golden 
rye                                              
Where we laid with big 
wondering eyes                    
Singing and counting stars in the 
sky?                                            
Hand in hand and side by side, 
We made the wish to never fly    
Far away from each other.       
Stay like this forever. 

 
 
 

Past, present, and future,        
Time never stops;            
Complain, argue, and censure, 
Sound never stops. 

We could’ve slow ourselves 
down When the circuit came to 
town.   But we have turn into 
life’s clown Even pettier than a 
bird’s down. Only at night the 
mirror shows our frown                                             
And in the corner the little 
childish crown.                                        
Dreams are what have 
drowned. 

Autumn, winter, and spring       
Time never stops;                           
The wind, the snow, and the 

We are chasing down the parallel tracks 
Never decelerate, never brake, never 
end, but also                        
Never cross.                                               
We were best friends together          
Thinking of only each other.                  
But now we are strangers                 
Caring about what we prefer. 

I will travel through the mountain, 
Drink from the fountain,                         
Fly above the legend,                     
Encounter the fortune. 

When the old golden rye once 
more belongs to us 

The world will pause. 

 

Jing Zhu 

Emory College 
2017er 
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Backpacking 10 Years�       

“I put my rebellion into my backpack” by Xiao 

Peng Lela Liu 
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"People ought to rove in distant lands when young, as long 
as they don't forget the way home." It was with this in mind that 
Peng wrote his travel notes Backpacking 10 Years, which instantly 
became a best seller in this field in China after it was released in 
2010. He has since become famous amongst and earned the 
applause from thousands of young readers. Along with the 
cheering came the booing. On the one hand, quite a few 
Doubanians (douban.com, a website for literature-movie-music 
rankings—requisite to be sentimental in China) back Peng up 
for his intriguing stories about dreams and courage; on the other 
side, readers poured insults on Peng’s apparent imprudence, 
willfulness, and irresponsibility despite it all giving rise to his 
poetic language. Backpacking 10 Years is thin enough to be 
finished between two meals. Among the pages, I can smell the 
mixed odors of accumulated sweat, yellowed Sanmao 
collections, and youthful rebellion—the charm of Peng, unique 
yet transient. 

Backpacking 10 Years recorded the first 10 years of Peng’s 
journey. Peng started his journey when he was an intern at a 
reputed company. It just so happened that one day in 2000 he 
decided to quit, yielding to his intense desire to see the world. 
Beyond his own expectations, Peng has turned the road under 
his traveling boots into a road of profession, as he is the first of 
his kind in China. Expenses for his trips—either personal or 
with a cause—have been paid with funds from his bestselling 
book, municipal traveling bureaus and the media. One true 
thing about the critiques is that Backpacking 10 Years, comprised 
of brief essays, is nothing like a genuine travel guide such as 
Lonely Planet. Without any explicit information that might be 
helpful to travelers and worthy of the name of Peng’s 
professional, Backpacking 10 Years is at most a collection of 
personal journal entries. According to comments on websites of 
Douban and Amazon, loyal readers of this book were mostly 
born in 1980s and 1990s. It’s not hard to tell how Backpacking 10 
Years overwhelms so many young sentimentalists: the literacy of 
Backpacking 10 Years transcends many other travel books like To 
Berlin by Thumb, and artistic teens cannot help but gush 
adrenalin at the key words of “youth,” “dream,” that are so 
prevalent in the them of Ping’s book and in more well-known 
works, such as On the Road and Into the Wild. Who wouldn’t like 
a fantasy escape, just like those of Kerouac’s and “Alexander 
Supertramp’s” from the suffocating reality bounded by grades, 
parents, bosses, taxes, mortgages,  interpersonal-relationships, 
and all the rest of maddening life with the pressure of choosing-
what-we-have-to-choose? The current youth generation are 
overburdened with China’s aging society and the long time 
cultural insulation that regards dreams like Peng’s as luxury; it 
lacks the courage to buy a ticket right away, if at all. When they 
open Backpacking 10 Years, wherein lies the unlimited 
possibilities of life off their daily routes, they see a chance to 
change their roles if only for a little while.  
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As the first wave of heat surrounding the book has settled 
down, voices of criticizers have joined the discussion. In 
reference to the buyer’s evaluations on China’s Amazon website, 
positive comments primarily come from people below 25, and 
those in the middle of their life take the opposite side without 
exception. Objectively speaking, the book’s decorated language 
cannot make up for the meager substance. The pretentious 
delineations and opinionated attitudes can only stimulate the 
nerves of people of certain ages. Once entangled into an 
extremely inappropriate oral battle with a reader in a forum, 
Peng shocked his readers with campiness incompatible with his 
years. Revealed by his occasional words against the majority’s 
choice of life, Peng’s egotistic view of life which excludes 
responsibilities relating to family and society is beginning to 
incur increasing numbers of disagreement. Sanmao, Kerouac, 
Guevara, the role models of Peng, are never exemplars of well-
rounded youths. The movie Into the Wild, mentioned repeatedly 
in the book, is about the story of “Alexander Supertramp”—
Christopher McCandless. McCandless experienced his parents’ 
dishonest marriage, which therefore led to his antisocial and 
misanthropic views. Right after he graduated from Emory 
University with straight As, McCandless decided to live a simple 
life as his role model Thoreau, staying away from society and 
abandoning materialism. He burned up all his IDs and cash, 
tramped to Alaska, and was eventually found dead from 
malnutrition. As he lay dying, he inscribed words on a piece of 
wood: “Happiness is only real when shared…I had a happy life. 
God bless you all.” If only Christopher McCandless had been 
rescued before his last breath, I believe he would have forsaken 
his obsession with this extreme loneliness. At least it would no 
longer be his only choice of life. Some sentiments belong to 
certain ages; being on the road for a lifetime can only be a heart-
searching exile of some minority individuals. 

If we think about Backpacking 10 Years outside of the box, the 
world-traveling dream can be taken as representing the 
ambitions and aspirations we all have. The book inspires readers 
to courageously implement their dreams. But upon reflection one 
can only realize that as the years go by, inevitably, responsibility 
comes along with life and costs come along with choices. Life is 
all about choosing, and choosing has nothing to do with right or 
wrong. The life we choose is ours: no need to envy anyone else’s 
choices, we just have to enjoy each step of our own journey.  
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The Mid-Autumn festival, along with the Lunar New Year 
(the Spring festival), “Ching Ming” festival (or Tomb 
Sweeping Day: fifth of April in lunar calendar), and the 
“Duanwu” festival (the Dragon Boat festival), is regarded 
as one of the four most important traditional festivals in 
modern China. It is on the fifteenth of August on Lunar 
calendar when the moon comes to the fullest and the 
brightest.  

The earliest record of “mid-autumn” was found on the 
book “Rites of Zhou” written in Zhou dynasty. The ancient 
Chinese calendar divides one year into four seasons, and 
subdivides each season into three parts, the “Meng” (early), 
“Zhong” (middle), and “Ji” (late) periods. The fifteenth of 
August is not only in the “Zhong” period, the middle part 
of the autumn, but also in the middle of this period. 
Therefore, it is given its name “Mid-Autumn”. It is also 
firmly believed in ancient China that the sun is in charge of 
the spring and the moon of the fall, so the moon plays a 
major role in the celebration of “Mid-Autumn”. On this 
day, the emperor would hold rituals to worship the moon 
and honor the Land God to express people’s gratitude for 
their favor. Ordinary people would pray to the moon for 
family reunion and sing and dance under the moon to find 
a mate. The “Mid-Autumn” became a national festival in 
Tang Dynasty after the emperor made a visit to the Moon 
Palace in his dream.  

The culture of eating “moon cake”, however, did not 
appear until Ming Dynasty. The moon cake is a round cake 
made of glutinous rice flour, with sweet stuffing such as 
sugar, honeyed seasame powder, and sweetened 
osmanthus blossoms inside. The moon cake’s round shape 
shares the same pronunciation of family reunion “Tuan 
Yuan” in Chinese. Traditionally, each family would get 
together and worship the moon. Afterwards, the father of 
the family would cut the cake and each member would get 
a slice. If anyone were missing, the family would still left 
one slice for him. Nowadays, the moon cakes can be either 
sweet with red bean paste or salty with salted egg and 
meat, or with ice cream inside. However, people still take 
the meaning of “getting together” from the moon cakes to 
express their warm wishes for each other’s happiness and 
well being. 

There are also many literary pieces about the “Mid-
Autumn” festival. The must-know folktale about it is the 
myth of “Chang’e”, the goddess of the moon. Chang’e is 
the beautiful human wife of Chinese hero, “Yi”. The 
empress of heaven rewards Yi an elixir, and he keeps it in 
their house. This elixir can help human become immortal 
and Chang’e finds it hard to resist the temptation and 
finally steal it when Yi is out hunting. After eating it, she 
becomes a 
fairy and 
flies to the 

“When will the moon be clear and bright? 
With a cup of wine in my hand, I ask the blue sky 
what season it would be up the heaven for tonight. 

… 

Blame not the full moon when people has to apart 
Sorrow or joy, be near or far, 
Things happen like that, and we still believe in fate. 
 
Toast to you, we are all be blessed 
Though distant away, we look at the same moon 
And in that way, we have never been apart.” 

 

Ke Cheng 

Emory College 
2016er 

 

Although I have only stayed in Atlanta for one year, not so experienced 
as students from higher grades, I also have my own options for 
gathering with friends, having a great meal. This article can be referred 
by freshman as a guide. I will continue renewing it. 

1. Sweet Hut Bakery & Café    5150 Buford Highway 

     This café is regarded as the best place in Atlanta, for a cup of Taiwan 
bubble tea and all kinds of delicious cakes. It’s suitable for taking away, 
or an intentionally planed romantic night. Costumers are welcomed to 
stay and chat for long time. Additionally, ECC has sales for its bubble 
tea every week once in white hall. 

2.  Kanpai Café   3466 Holcomb Bridge Road 

    This is a well-known Taiwan snack bar. The bubble tea, oyster 
omelet, beef burrito are all very recommended. Its environment is quiet 
and clean. I have been several times and found all food there delicious 
as well as affordable. 

3.  Honey Pigs  3473 Old Norcross Road 

    The BBQ in Honey Pig can’t be more delicious. Even in China, it is so 
hard to get such good taste. Honey Pig is one of the most recommended 
BBQ restaurant in Atlanta. 

4.  Mini Hot Pot 4897 Buford Highway 

     Since Mini Hot Pot, the best place for people who want to try hot pot, 
is not a large restaurant, friends within four are more welcomed. Each 
people are recommended to order a hot pot combo, and will have your 
own hot pot. Whatever seafood combo or other kinds, you will have 
enough vegetables and ingredients with awesome taste. 

5. Northern China Eatery 5141 Buford Highway 

    Northern China Eatery is located across the street beside Sweet Hut, 
and it’s definitely a hot choice for a great meal. Students from northern 
China, who desire to satisfy your carving for spicy food, should grab a 
bite. 
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Journal Excerpt 

May 25, 2013 

 

Little sleep. Early morning. Mom has literally brought more 
than she can carry. Guess who has to pick up the slack? Bickering. On the 
bus to Jiuzhaigou. Gabriel and Mom sit together and go to war. I am 
alone. 

Nap. Outside of Chengdu, rows and rows of technological 
plants populate the area. Then, emerging from the mist on the horizon: 
jagged peaks that zigzag across the sky as skyscrapers would a distant 
city. We turned. Darkness. We had entered a tunnel that extended 
through the heart of a mountain in the outer ring. Finally, we saw a 
distant light that grew wider. A great bear of a mountain greeted us, half 
green shrubs, half sheer rock face. I found myself smiling. I don’t know 
why. We were surrounded by mountains and small villages nestled into 
the valleys.  

Later-The occasional pagoda stands out on low peaks, as 
blended with the beauty of nature as the mountains themselves. More 
tunnels. Each time, it seems, a more and more spectacular set out 
mountains lie in wait on the other side. It’s impossible to describe the 
effect of the contrast: the dark, claustrophobic tunnels that lengthen into 
a distant gloom, then, a sudden breath of fresh air, a river that trickles 
through a great mountain valley, flanked on both sides by those colossal 
relics of nature that stand high, powerful, elegant like guardians over the 
valley. 

We now pass through the site that was the epicenter of the 
2008 earthquake. It’s a quaint series of valley towns like any other, 
posted on the riverside. Red Chinese flags furl and unfurl in the wind 
over nearly every building. 

We made a pit stop on the outskirts. It’s this little market 
where all the buses passing through the area stop. It must make a killing 
every day. They even charge 1RMB to use the bathroom! And let me say, 
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this bathroom was easily the most barebones I have seen, ever. Squat 
toilets would have been better. Not only was the urine communal, the 
shit was too! And, of course, no doors. I passed rows of people 
huddled over the little stream-like paths that ran under the designated 
pissing and shitting areas. 

It’s amazing how many people they manage to pack into 
those buses. Back on the road. 

We stopped for lunch not long after. The cooks were rude. I 
ate a bowl of rice for 2RMB. They also charged to use the bathroom. At 
least this one had doors, but even this basic amenity came at the cost of 
swarms of flies. 

I read in the sun. “Everything” by Ingerborg Bachmann. 
Simply amazing. 

Back on the road. If only you could see the sights I have 
seen, felt the fear of the close calls on the winding mountain road. Who 
knew a bus ride could ever be such an enterprise? 

We are up pretty high now and have just stopped again. 
10,000 feet, so I am told. This place is markedly different from what 
came before. Many of the men and women wear clothing indicative of 
Muslim faith. There is a villager with an ornately decorated yak by the 
bus stop, trying to sucker tourists into paying to touch his animal. He 
leads it by a rope that hooks through its nose. It wears a saddle and 
stirrups. I am vaguely reminded of a cow and imagine what it would 
feel like trying to ride one.  

The vegetation is so green up here, the nature, purer 
somehow, further removed from developed man’s corrupting 
influence. I see a snowy peak in the distance. 

The road goes ever on. We passed communities of Tibetans 
during the next leg of the trip and stopped intermittently at little 
watering holes until we arrive in yet another valley flanked by 
towering mountains. Lush greenery. Trickling streams. Hordes of local 
Chinese trying to rip off touring Chinese. We have arrived in 
Jiuzhaigou. 

T he  Road to  J iuz h aigou 

Diego Luis 

Emory College 
2014    
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Zihao Zhang Weixuan Zhang Kaixi Li 

Heyu Lu Yiying Hu Fan Yang 

Zhe Zhang Jiayi Nie Yijue Diao Xiaozhe Li 

Xiaosu Tang Ke Cheng Shuran Hua Siyuan Chen 

Huimeizhi Zhu Heesang Park Jing Zhu Emily Fu 
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The Must-See List  for New York 
    Every year, tons of thousands of visitors flow into a world-known city, New York, which offers incredible history and 
resources. We’re assuming that you are already well aware of the major attractions: Time Square, the Statue of Liberty, the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, and the Museum of Modern Art (better known as MOMA). Here I will guide you to the must-
see attractions of New York where tourists don’t normally go.  

     The Metropolitan Opera House (the “Met’), located at the Lincoln Center, has always engaged many of the world’s most 
marvelous artists and artwork. During different seasons the Met stages different kinds of performances, offering the best taste 
to satisfy New Yokers’ carving to arts. According to Chinese, the most well known one must be Madama Butterfly. As far as I’m 
concerned, summer is always the world of ballet show, while winter is dominated by operas. Since I stayed in New York for a 
whole month from May to June, the ballet show I have watched is definitely one of the best shows I’ve ever seen during my 
life. It’s essential for visitors to know what you want to watch, and then book your tickets online in early. I could promise that 
if you didn’t go to see the grand performance in Met, it would be the most regretful thing for your visit to New York. Because 
every minute, the powerful music, the magically changing lighting and the incredible voices will lead you to the highest level 
of arts, while New York is the only city capable to offer you such precious experience.  

    The other concert hall also located at the Lincoln Center is Avery Fisher Hall. The way this all familiar to all New Yorers’ ear 
is mostly related to the New York Philharmonic. The New York Philharmonic, is a symphony orchestra based in New York 
City, but is also the best orchestra team over the world. According to people who play music, New York Philharmonic could 
be paradise. I’ve been luckily watched their performance once, and that performance truly deserves NYPO’s reputation. If you 
got a chance to New York, and you love symphony, the day you choose to see a concert of NYPO would never be erased from 
your memory.  

    The most special show offered by New York is called Sleep No More, which is the most recent incarnation of immersive, 
site-special, interactive work of theater. Sleep No More takes place at McKittrick Hotel, a building with five floors of theatrical 
stages, and audience with masks will engage into the real scenes in silence, becoming part of the play. Different scenes will 
take place simultaneously on different floors and repeat several times. The tips of engaging this show is to wear a pair of 
comfortable shoes and pick one actor to follow, who will guide you to next scenes and slowly get the point of this play. You 
need to book the ticket one week early, since it’s hot welcomed.  
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